
Math 54 Test #1 (Chapter 1, 2, & 3) Name___________________________________

Show all work neatly and systematically for full credit.  Total points: 100

(2) Identify the type of observational study (cross-sectional, retrospective, prospective).
1) A town obtains current employment data by polling 10,000 of its citizens this month.

Provide an appropriate response.
2) (5) Test scores for a statistics class had a mean of 79 with a standard deviation of 4.5. Test scores for a calculus

class had a  mean of 69 with a standard deviation of  3.7. Suppose a student gets a 84 on the statistics test and a
96 on the calculus test. Calculate the z-score for each test. On which test did the student perform better relative
to the other students in each class?

3) (6) Commuting times for employees of a local company have a mean of 63.6 minutes and a standard deviation
of 2.5 minutes.
a. If the distribution of times is approximately bell shaped, about how many percent of employees with
commuting time between 61.1 minutes and 66.1 minutes?

b. If the distribution of time is unknown, what's the minimum percentage of employees with commuting times
between 58.6 minutes and 68.6 minutes?
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4) (4) Given that human body temperatures have a mean of 98.20° F and a standard deviation of 0.62°, find the
z-score for a body temperature of 99.5° F, then determine whether it would be unusual to have a body
temperature of 99.5° F

5) (4) The scores for an economics test are listed below.  Create a stem-and-leaf plot for the data.
 87  76  98  77  90  95  88  85  66  89
 79  93  50  96  83  88  82  52  31  69

(2) Determine whether the given description corresponds to an observational study or an experiment.
6) A doctor gives a new medication to half of his patients with the flu and a placebo to the other half of his patients

with the flu.

(4) Determine whether the given value is a statistic or a parameter.
7) a.  Thirty percent of all dog owners poop scoop after their dog.

b. Interviews of 100 adults 18 years of age or older, conducted nationwide, found that 44% could state the
minimum age required for the office of U.S. president.
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Solve the problem.
8) (4) Michael gets test grades of 60, 75, 82, and 87. He gets 72 on his quizzes and a 92 on his homeworks. Find the

weighted mean if the tests each count for 11%, quizzes counts for 15%, and the homework counts for 16% of the
final grade.

Provide an appropriate response.
9) (2, 2, 2, 3, 4) The following frequency distribution analyzes weight (in ounces) of randomly selected stones.

   Weight (oz) Number of stones
1.2 - 1.6 5
1.7 - 2.1 2
2.2 - 2.6 5
2.7 - 3.1 5
3.2 - 3.6 13

a. Find the class width.

b. Find the class midpoints, extend a column to fill in those numbers.

c. Find the class boundaries, extend a column to fill in those numbers.

d. Find the mean of the frequency distribution.

e. Construct a frequency histogram.
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10) (1, 1, 2) The weights (in pounds) of seven dogs are listed below.
49   20   87   30   126   84

Find the following:

a. Mean: _________ b. Standard Deviation: __________

c. A dog's weight is 87 pounds, find the corresponding z-score and determine whether the value is significant.

(6) Identify which of these types of sampling is used: random, stratified, systematic, cluster, convenience.
11) a.   A pollster uses a computer to generate 500 random numbers, then interviews the voters corresponding to

those numbers.

b. A tax auditor selects every 1000th income tax return that is received.

c.  To avoid working late, a quality control analyst simply inspects the first 100 items produced in a day.

(4) Determine whether the given value is from a discrete or continuous data set.
12) a.  The time it takes a computer to complete a task.

b.  People are asked to state how many times in the last month they visited their family doctor.

13) (4) Scott Tarnowski owns a pet grooming shop. His prices for grooming dogs are based on the size of the dog.
His records from last year are summarized below. Construct a pareto chart. 

          Class Frequency
Large 345

Medium 830
Small 645
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Find the indicated measure.
14) (10: 4, 4, 2) The weights (in pounds) of 30 newborn babies are listed below.

5.0    5.7    5.8    5.9    6.1    6.1    6.4    6.4    6.5    6.6
6.7    6.7    6.7    6.9    7.0    7.0    7.0    7.1    7.2    7.2
7.4    7.5    7.7    7.8    7.8    8.0    8.1    8.1    8.9    10.7

a. Construct a frequency distribution with 5 classes, use 5.0 as the lower class limit of the the first class.

 b. Find the mean, median, mode, and midrange.

Mean: ____________ Median: ___________ Mode: __________ Midrange: ________

c. Find the standard deviation and variance.

Standard deviation: ____________ Variance: ________________

15) (6) Write the symbol for each.

a. Sample size: ________ b. Population mean: _______

c. Sample standard deviation: ________ d. Population size: ________

e. Sample mean: ________ f. Sample variance: ________

(6) Determine which of the four levels of measurement (nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio) is most appropriate.
16) a. Level of satisfaction of survey respondents.

b. Salaries of college professors.

c. Favorite color of kindergarden students.
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17) (3) "38% of adults in the United States regularly visit a doctor". This conclusion was reached by a college student
after she had questioned 520 randomly selected members of her college. What is wrong with her conclusion?

18) (5) The customer service department of a phone company is experimenting with two different systems. On
Monday they try the first system which is based on an automated menu system. On Tuesday they try the second
system in which each caller is immediately connected with a live agent. A quality control manager selects a
sample of seven calls each day. He records the time for each customer to have his or her question answered. The
times (in minutes) are listed below.

Automated Menu: 11.7 7.5 3.9 2.9 9.2 6.3 5.5
Live agent: 6.4 2.8 4.4 4.1 3.4 5.2 3.7

a. Find the coefficient of variation for the automated menu system.

b. Find the coefficient of variation for the live agent system.

c. Compare the coefficient of variations.

19) (4) A department store has daily mean sales of $ 28,372.72. The standard deviation of sales is $2000. On
Tuesday, the store sold $34,885.21 worth of goods. Find Tuesday's z score. Was Tuesday a significantly good
day? Explain.

20) (4) A student earned grades of B, B, A, C, and D. Those courses had these corresponding numbers of credit
hours: 4, 5, 1, 5, 4. The grading system assigns quality points to letter grades as follows: A = 4, B = 3, C = 2, D =
1, and F = 0. Compute the grade point average (GPA) and round the result to three decimal places.
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